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We obtain the correct cohomology at any ghost number for the open and closed covariant
superstring, quantized by an approach which we recently developed. We dene physical
states by the usual condition of BRST invariance and a new condition involving a new





Introduction. Recently, we developed a new approach to the long-standing problem
of the covariant quantization of the superstring [1]. The formulation of Berkovits of super-
Poincare covariant superstrings in 9 + 1 dimensions [2] is based on a free conformal eld
theory on the world-sheet and a nilpotent BRST charge which denes the physical vertices
as representatives of its cohomology. In addition to the conventional variables xm and 
of the Green-Schwarz formalism, a conjugate momentum p for  and a set of commuting
ghost elds  are introduced. The latter are complex Weyl spinors satisfying the pure
spinor conditions γm
 = 0 (cf. for example [3]). This equation can be solved by
decomposing  with respect to a non-compact U(5) subgroup of SO(9; 1) into a singlet 1,
a vector 5, and a tensor 10. The vector can be expressed in terms of the singlet and tensor,
hence there are 11 independent complex variables in .
Since the presence of the non-linear constraint γm
 = 0 makes the theory unsuit-
able for a path integral quantization and higher loop computations, we relaxed the pure
spinor condition by adding further ghosts. We were naturally led to a nite set of extra
elds, but the BRST charge Q of this system was not nilpotent, and the central charge
of the conformal eld theory did not vanish. The latter problem was solved by adding
one more extra ghost system, which we denoted by m and !mz . The former problem was
solved by introducing yet another new ghost pair, b and cz, which we tentatively associated
with the central charge generator in the ane superalgebra which plays an essential role
in the superstring [4].
The BRST charge is linear in cz, and without further conditions on physical states the
theory would be trivial. We proposed that physical states belong not only to the BRST
cohomology (Q j i = 0, but j i 6= Q ji), but also that the deformed stress tensor T+V(0),
where V(0) is a vertex operator, satises the usual OPE of a conformal spin 2 tensor. (The
latter condition is weaker that the requirement that vertex operators be primary elds
with conformal spin equal to 1).
In this letter we propose another denition of physical states. We retain the BRST
condition, but we replace the stress tensor condition by the requirement that the physical
states belong to a subspace H0 of the entire linear space H of vertex operator. The latter
can be decomposed w.r.t. a grading naturally associated with the underlying ane algebra
(cf. [5]) asH = H−H+, with negative and non-negative grading, respectively. The BRST
charge Q =
∑
n0Qn contains only terms Qn with non-negative grading, hence one can
consistently consider the action of Q in H+. The physical space is identied with the
cohomology group H(Q;H+), namely
Qj i = 0 ; j i 2 H+ ;
j i 6= Q ji ; ji 2 H+ :
(1)
We show that with these conditions we obtain in a very simple way the correct massless
spectrum of the open and closed superstring. In particular, our results agree with the
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work of Berkovits and collaborators [2], who obtains the correct eld equations for the
massless states γmnrpqDA = 0, but denes physical states by only the BRST condition
on the unintegrated vertex U (1) = A(x; ) in terms of pure spinors . In their work
the superelds Am and W (the latter is denoted by A in [1]) of the open string are




γm DA ; W







whereas in our work these same relations follow from the physical state conditions. We
obtain corresponding results for closed (type II) strings, which also agree with [2] and [6].
Then we consider the sectors with ghost number dierent from one,and obtain in all
these sectors the correct results.
We also give a derivation of the m; !mz terms in the action, based on a local symmetry
which has been found in the constrained spinor approach [7]. This derivation leads us to
replace the pair (m; !mz ) in [1] with (mz ; !m).









z − w ;
m(z)n(w)  − 1
(z − w)2 
mn k ; d(z)@w(w)  1(z − w)2 

 k ;
m(z)@w(w)  0 ; @z(z)@w(w)  0 ;
(3)
where  denotes the singular contributions to the OPE’s. This algebra has a natural
grading dened as follows: d(z) has grading 1=2, m(z) has grading 1, @z(z) has
grading 3=2, and the central charge k (which numerically is equal to unity) has grading 2.
The corresponding ghost systems are (; z), (m; zm), (; z ), and (cz; b). We thus




; gr(m) = 1 ; gr() =
3
2
; gr(cz) = 2 ;
gr() = −12 ; gr(m) = −1 ; gr(
) = −3
2
; gr(b) = −2 :
(4)
We also need the ghost !m and the antighost mz , although this pair does not seem to
correspond to a generator. We assign the grading gr(mz ) = −2 and gr(!m) = 2 for
the following reason. In [1], we relaxed the pure spinor constraint by successively adding
quartets starting from (+; [ab]; +; [ab]) of [2] (the indices a; b belong to the fundamental
representation of the U(5) subgroup of SO(1; 9)), and adding the elds (a; a; a; 0a)
with grading (1=2;−1=2; 1;−1). This procedure yields the covariant spinors  and ,
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but now the elds (a; 0a) are non-covariant w.r.t. SO(9; 1). Thus, we added the quartet
(a; 
′a;a; a) with grading (1;−1; 3=2;−3=2). The spinors (a; a) are part of a covariant
spinor and the missing parts are introduced by adding the quartets (+; +; c; b) and
([ab]; [ab]; m; !m), both with grading (3=2;−3=2; 2;−2). In this way, we obtain the
covariant elds  = (+; a; [ab]);  = (+; a; [ab]); m = (a; a); m = (
′a; 0a);
 = (+; a; [ab]);  = (+; a; ab); b; c and m; !m.
As usual for a conformal eld theory, it is natural to introduce a current whose OPE’s





 − z;mm − 32

z  − 2 b cz − 2 mz !m : (5)
Independent conrmation that this current might be important comes from the cancellation
of the anomaly (namely the terms with (z −w)−3) in the OPE of the stress energy tensor




 (+16) + 1 (−10) + 32  (+16) + 2 (−1)bc + 2 (−10)! = 0 : (6)
The requirement that the vertex operators contain only terms with non-negative grading
will lead to the correct massless spectrum. It will also severely restrict the contribution of
the vertex operators to correlation functions (in the usual RNS approach ghost insertions
are needed to compensate the anomaly in the ghost current, whereas here we anticipate to
need insertions of elds in H− to compensate the non-negative grading of vertex operators
U (1) 2 H+).
All the terms in the stress tensor Tzz(z) and in the ghost current
Tzz = −12
m
z mz − dz@z − zm@zm − z@z − z @z + @zb cz − mz @z !m ;
Jghz = − (mzm + z  + z + b cz + mz !m) ;
(7)
have grading zero, since they are sums of terms of ghost and antighost pairs with opposite
grading. On the other hand, the terms in the current jBz (z) (cf. eq. (1.2) in [1]) and the
eld Bzz(z) have dierent grading4. For instance, the BRST current can be decomposed























@z (b ) ;
j
B;( 12 )
z (z) = dz ; jB;(1)z (z) = −mzm ;
j
B;( 32 )
z (z) = −@z ; jB;(2)z (z) = cz :
(8)
4 In [1] we presented four different solutions Bi of the the equation Tzz(z) = fQ;Bizz(z)g.
None of the solutions Bi have definite grading except BIVzz (z) = b Tˆzz(z) + b@zbcz − 12@2zb which
has grading equal to −2 carried by the antighost b.
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It is clear that all terms in jBz (z) have non-negative grading.
Massless Spectrum of the Open Superstring. We now turn to the determination of the
massless cohomology for the open superstring, namely we will compute H(Q;H+) for any
ghost number.
Following the RNS approach, the cohomology H(1)(Q;H+) at ghost number 1 should
be identied with the physical elds of the open superstring. In particular, the massless
spectrum coincides with spin zero world-sheet elds U (1)(z). The most general scalar
expression in H+ is
U (1)(z) = A + mAm + W + !mBm
+ b
(






Gm + nGmn + G m
)
+ b !m!nKmn ;
(9)
where A; : : : ; Kmn are arbitrary superelds of xm; . It clearly makes a big dierence
that !m no longer is a 1-form. Notice that the requirement that U (1)(z) 2 H+ forbids the
terms b (F + mFm) in the vertex (these terms are indeed present in eq. (6.4)
of [1]).
The condition fQ;U (1)(z)g = 0 implies the following equations
D(A) − 12γ
m
Am = 0 ;
@mA −DAm + γmW  = 0 ;
@[mAn] + Fmn = 0 ; DW + F  = 0 ;
@mW
 + Fm = 0 ; F
 = 0 ;
DBm −Gm = 0 ; @nBm −Gmn = 0 ;
G m = 0 ; Kmn = 0 ;
(10)
where D  @=@ + 12γm@=@xm 5. The terms in fQ;U (1)(z)g which contain the eld
b yield equations which are the Bianchi identities [1]. From the rst two equations of
(10) one gets the eld equations for N = 1; d = (9; 1) SQED [8]
γ[mnpqr]DA = 0 ; (11)









γm (DAm − @mA) : (12)
5 The normalization is chosen such that DαDβ + DβDα = γ
m
αβ@m. We define D(αAβ) =
1
2





Moreover, the remaining equations in (10) imply that the curvatures Fmn; Fm, and F


are expressed in terms of the spinor potential A, and similarly the superelds Gm; Gmn
are solely functions of Bm.
The gauge transformations of the vertex U (1)(z) are generated by the BRST variation
of spin zero eld Ω(0)(z) 2 H+ with ghost number zero, whose most general expression
is given by Ω(0)(z) = C + b !mMm, with C and Mm arbitrary superelds. The BRST





= DC+m@mC+!mMm+b !m(DMm+n@nMm) : (13)
One can easily check that the eld Mm can be used to gauge away Bm, while C is the usual
parameter of the gauge transformations on the SQED potentials: A = DC; Am =
@mC. Thus, the only independent supereld is A, and it satises (11) which is gauge
invariant.
In order to exhibit explicitly the physical degrees of freedom it is convenient to work
in the gauge A = 0. The photon am and the photino u are identied with the rst
coecients in the expansion of Am and W in powers of 
Am(x; ) = am(x) + γmu(x) + : : : ;
W(x; ) = u(x) + γmn;
@man(x) + : : : :
(14)
The ellipses denote terms which contain derivatives of am and u. From the Bianchi
identities and (11) one derives @mFmn = 0 and γm@mW
 = 0, while A = 0 implies that
A = 12a




 + : : :.
From (11) it follows that am1:::m5 = vm1:::m5 = 0 and in this way one has obtained the
linearized eld equations for the gauge eld am and the gaugino u.
At other ghost numbers the cohomology groups H(n)(Q;H+) vanish, except the group
H(2)(Q;H+) which contains the antields am; u of the gauge eld am and of the gaugino
u [7]. The analysis can be performed along the lines of the previous discussion and one
can see that all the !-dependent terms are cohomologically trivial, and therefore can be
reabsorbed by a gauge transformation. For the !-independent terms one has the following
general decomposition
U (2) =A + mAm + : : :+ A;
+b
(
mF m + 
mnF mn + 
γF
 γ





The condition U (2) 2 H+ does not allow the term γF γ , which is permitted by ghost
number counting. This implies that the supereld A should satisfy the eld equation
D(A

γ) − 12γm(Aγ)m = 0. Furthermore, the gauge transformations are generated by the
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BRST variation of a ghost-number 1 supereld Ω(1)(z) (whose decomposition is given in
eq. (9)), namely U (2)(z)  fQ;Ω(1)(z)g. One obtains that the gauge transformations of
the super-antield A are the equations of motion of the potential A




As shown in [2] the only states in the BRST cohomology at non-zero momentum are the on-
shell gauge eld am and the gluino u at ghost number +1 and the corresponding antields
am; u at ghost number +2. The latter are the coecients of the supereld A. In fact,
since A is a symmetric bispinor, it can be decomposed into a vector part and a self-dual








[mnrpq]. The gauge transformations (16) remove






a;m(x) + : : : : (17)
The ellipses involve terms with derivatives of am and u.
Before closing this section, we point out that the choice of the subspace H+ is one
of the possible choices. Another interesting situation is the restriction to the subspace
H0+ with strictly positive grading. It is straightforward to see that, at ghost number 1,
the cohomology H(1)(Q;H0+) is identied with the gauge potentials which satisfy Fmn =
DW
 = 0. This corresponds to a topological gauge model in the target space.
The Massless Spectrum of the Closed Superstring. According to our formalism [1], the
BRST charge is the sum of the BRST charge for the left and right movers denoted by QL
and QR, respectively. In the super-Poincare covariant formulation of closed superstring,
one can choose the spinors L and 
ˆ
R to be Weyl or anti-Weyl in the left- or in the
right-mover sector: the same chirality for both spinors leads to Type IIB strings, opposite
chiralities lead to Type IIA strings. In the following we will not distinguish between the
two cases.
As in [2], also in our formalism the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic sector are
decoupled. Each operator in the left-mover sector has its counterpart in the right-mover
one. Therefore, the assignments of ghost number and grading, as well as the central charge
cancellations (cf. eq. (6)), are exactly the same in both sectors.
Denoting by HL+ and HR+ the left- and right-mover subspaces with non-negative grad-
ings, the physical state condition is expressed by
QLj i = QRj i = 0 ; j i 2 HL+ ⊗HR+ ;
j i 6= QLji+QR ji ; ji; ji 2 HL+ ⊗HR+ ;
QR ji = QLji = 0 :
(18)
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The cohomology group H(1;1)(Q;HL+ ⊗HR+) is identied with the physical degrees of
freedom. In particular, the spin zero vertex operator U (1;1) contains the massless elds of
the closed superstring. To determine the linearized eld equations, we rst analyze the
!; !^-dependent terms of the vertex. Since ! and !^ are BRST inert, one can analyze the
sectors of H(1;1)(Q;HL+⊗HR+) with dierent powers of ! and !^ separately. We prove that
all the sectors with positive powers of ! and !^ vanish. Consider the generic decomposition
with one power of !, U (1;1) = !m
(
Bm(C^) + b CAFmA(C^)
)
, where CA and C^Aˆ denote col-
lectively the ghost elds (; m; ; b) of left- and right-moving sectors. The functions Bm
and FmA are polynomials in the right-moving ghost elds C^Aˆ with supereld coecients.
The conditions [QL;U (1;1)] = [QR;U (1;1)] = 0 imply that
QL Bm(C^)− CAFmA(C^) = 0 ; QR Bm(C^) = QRFmA(C^) = 0 : (19)





fQR;g = 0. The same argument can be easily repeated for any positive power of !
or !^. Therefore, we have to analyze only the !; !^-independent terms.
The vertex U can be decomposed into the following terms










































where all the coecients Aˆ; : : :Cγˆˆ are arbitrary superelds. Notice that the condition
U(z; z) 2 HL+⊗HR+ forbids the terms b LL; b LmL and the corresponding ones for right-














R are ruled out.
As in the case of the open superstring, the absence of these terms combined with the
BRST invariance yields the following equations6
D(A)ˆ − 12γ
m
Amˆ = 0 ; D(ˆAγˆ) −
1
2
γmˆγˆAm = 0 ;
@mAˆ −DAmˆ + γmA ˆ = 0 ; @mAˆ −DˆAm + γmˆγˆA γˆ = 0 ;
D(A)m − 12γ
n
Amn = 0 ; D(ˆAmγˆ) −
1
2
γnˆγˆAmn = 0 ;































m = 0 ;
@mA
γˆ
 −DA γˆm + γmAγˆ = 0 ; @mAˆ −DˆAm + γmˆγˆAγˆ = 0 :
(21)
The other equations coming from [QL +QR;U ] = 0 will not impose any further constraint
on the superelds, but they dene consistently the curvature in terms of Aˆ; : : :Aˆ.




























































The supereld Aˆ satises the eld equations
γmnpqrDAγˆ = 0 ; γ
ˆγˆ
mnpqrDˆAγγˆ = 0 ; (23)
which are the linearized N = 2 supergravity equations of motion. The gauge transfor-
mations are generated by the BRST variations of two generic superelds Ω(0;1) and Ω(1;0)
by U(z; z) = fQL;Ω(0;1)g + fQR;Ω(1;0)g, with fQR;Ω(0;1)g = fQL;Ω(1;0)g = 0 and
Ω(0;1) 2 H+; Ω(1;0) 2 H+. Assuming for Ω(0;1) the general decomposition
Ω(0;1)(z) = ˆR^ˆ + 
m










ˆ + Rˆ 





and analogously for Ω(1;0) exchanging R! L and ^ˆ; : : : ; ^ˆγˆ ! ; : : : ;γ , the relevant
gauge transformations are
Aˆ = D^ˆ +Dˆ : (25)
The conditions fQR;Ω(0;1)g = fQL;Ω(1;0)g = 0 imply that the gauge parameters  and
^γˆ satisfy the following equations
γ[mnpqr]D = 0 ; γ
ˆγˆ
[mnpqr]Dˆ^γˆ = 0 : (26)
The gauge transformations for the other superelds Amˆ; : : : ; Aˆ can be easily derived
from eq. (26) using their denitions (22). The eld equations (23) and the gauge trans-
formations (25) derived for the closed superstring are in agreement with [2] and [6]. The
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physical degrees of freedom can be easily read from the rst components of the L and
ˆR of the superelds Amn(x; L; R); A
γˆ
m (x; L; R); A

m(x; L; R) and A
ˆ(x; L; R).
The rst component of Amn = (gmn + bmn + mn) + O(L; R) describe the graviton,
the NS-NS two-form and the dilaton. The rst components of A γˆm =  
γˆ
m + O(L; R)
and A m =  

m + O(L; R) contain the N=2 gravitinos  γˆm ;  m, and the chiral-
ity of the right-mover spinor R determines if the string is Type IIA or IIB. Finally,
Aˆ = Fˆ + O(L; R) where Fˆ are the R-R eld strengths. The linearized eld
equations for gmn; bmn; ;  m;  
γˆ
m and F
ˆ are discussed in great detail in [6].
Of course the closed superstring massless spectrum can be understood as the tensor
product of the cohomologies for open superstring of left- and right-movers. Mathemati-
cally, this is encoded in the well-known Ku¨nneth formula H(1;1)(QL + QR;HL+ ⊗ HR+) =
H(1)(QL;HL+)⊗H(1)(QR;HR+).
Conclusions. We conclude by giving an argument for the presence of the term
−mz @!m in the action, with (mz ; !m) a ghost-charge (−1; 1) spin (1; 0) system. We start
from the observation that in the approach with the pure spinor constraint γm
 = 0
the action with L = −z; @ has the local gauge invariance
z; = zmγm
 ;  = 0 : (27)
The gauge parameter has ghost number −2. To remove the pure spinor constraint we
introduce the Lagrange multiplier eld zz¯;m with the ghost number −2
L = −z; @ + 12zz¯;m
γm
 : (28)
The action with unconstrained  is still gauge invariant if zz¯;m transforms as zz¯;m =
−@zm. We x this local gauge symmetry as usual by adding a BRST exact term. The
gauge parameter zm becomes a eld zm with ghost number −1, which is an antighost.





= dmzz¯;m − !m @zm : (29)
The eld !m has ghost number +1, and is a ghost eld; it transforms into a BRST auxiliary
eld dm with ghost number +2. Integrating over dm and zz¯;m sets these elds to zero,
and one is indeed left with the term @zm!m = −zm @ !m in the action. We end up by
recalling that the previous argument is a strong indication in favour of the presence of the
elds mz and !m in our formalism, nevertheless a complete picture can be only achieved
by starting from a gauge invariant action and using the Batalin-Vilkovisky framework for
its quantization.
In the present paper, we identify the massless spectrum for the open and closed
superstrings by the cohomology at ghost number +1 of the BRST operator restricted to a
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subspace of the entire linear space of vertex operators. This subspace is selected by means
of a natural grading which is assigned to the ghosts and antighosts.
We are involved in the computation of amplitudes using the present formalism. The
preliminary results are very encouraging and we hope to report on this soon.
We thank M. Porrati, N. Berkovits and J.-S. Park for useful discussions. G. P. thanks
C.N. Yang Institute for Theoretical Physics at Stony Brook for the hospitality. This work
was partly funded by NSF Grants PHY-0098527.
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